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Given an overlap in geography and client base, 

another provider belonging to the coordination 

effort may have a cheaper (lower mileage, driver 

hours, etc.) or more convenient solution than 

the original provider. In addition, the original 

transportation provider may have denied the 

trip altogether due to a lack of capacity (e.g., 

filled schedules, not enough drivers). However, 

with coordination, the trip would have been 

possible to perform. Also, trips that traverse 

through different providers’ service areas can be 

accommodated with the notion of “transfers,” 

similar to the concept of synergy, in which the 

whole is greater than the sum of the parts – 

individually these trips do not get the client to 

where they must go, but together they do. Thus, 

coordination can benefit agencies in multiple 

ways and should be applied.

Working with key industry players, Trapeze has 

designed a scalable solution to accomplish 

coordination of customer trips shared between 

multiple providers. Multiple agencies within an 

area or region can integrate their scheduling 

solutions and maximize their vehicle capacities 

by seamlessly connecting through the web to 

Trapeze Community Connect (TCC), a software 

“brain” or hub that analyzes and manages 

the flow of client information and scheduling 

solution traffic. Community Connect can connect 

agencies running Trapeze PASS or NOVUS, as 

well as third-party scheduling solutions.

Transit agencies are constantly looking for more efficiency and higher customer 
satisfaction. Particularly agencies covering similar geographical areas or sharing 
portions of a client base have great potential for coordination and its benefits. 
The overall capacity of a coordinated system would be greater than that of the 
sum of the individuals’ efforts due to this cooperation. A big hurdle in this process 
of coordination is the presence of different policies and conventions honored by 
individual providers that may conflict with each another. With its Dictionary feature, 
Trapeze Community Connect provides translations for the standards and conventions 
between providers and, thus, communication is facilitated, and shared records (e.g. 
clients, trips) can be synchronized. Providers that can effectively communicate with 
each other can subsequently coordinate their efforts.

Understanding The Problem
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Lately, cloud computing has become a popular 

notion that allows information to be stored 

on a central server, detached from the user, 

and can be shared with whomever needs this 

information and has the appropriate privileges. 

Similarly, the TCC “brain” acts like a cloud that 

centrally stores all information about selected 

clients that providers have chosen to share 

within the coordinated environment. Providers 

can individually choose which clients they 

allow external providers to see, during what 

time periods external providers can handle  

these clients, and other restrictions based on 

client attributes. 

Information updates about shared 

clients are kept up-to-date at all 

times with the TCC “brain”, which 

ensures that all providers can access 

the latest version of the client record. 

This means that if a certain client 

attribute is changed by  a provider 

linked to the TCC, the change will be 

sent to the TCC brain, which in turn will 

send the updated attribute(s) to the remaining 

providers that also have this client record (like 

an intelligent router). This automatic update 

ensures that each member of the coordinated 

environment is kept in the loop for every client 

update, eliminates double-data entry (time and 

money), and prevents conflicting data records.

The following figure (Figure 1) depicts how a 

client’s information is updated in one provider’s 

system (1), translated in the TCC’s dictionary 

(2), and updated in other providers’ systems (3):
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Figure 1: TCC and Dictionary Translation



Booking And Scheduling
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Another primary feature of the TCC is to allow providers to search for possible solutions and schedule 

trips through different providers linked to the brain. This task may be performed for many reasons 

including a local lack of capacity, a less expensive externally offered solution, or an inability to perform 

the trip within the local service area or time.

The following example (Figure 2) shows a trip booking that cannot be completed entirely by one provider:

The pickup in this example is outside of the service area for Provider PS1 (outlined in red and labelled 

with a “1”). Thus, alone, PS1 cannot perform this trip. However, it just so happens to lie within the 

service area for Provider PS2 (outlined in green and labelled with a “2”).  Fortunately, with the help of the 

TCC, we can provide a transfer solution: a trip which makes use of multiple providers and their service 

areas to provide a trip that would otherwise be impossible (or at least undesirable). The TCC has logic to 

find solutions that involve transfers. The following example (Figure 3) illustrates this feature:
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Figure 2: TCC Trip Booking and Service Areas



With the same logic, if a booking’s pick-up and drop-off were to lie fully outside of the local provider’s 

service area, the trip could be performed entirely by another provider (no transfer), or it could be performed 

using transfers that do not involve the local provider. These examples point to the increase in terms of 

the capacity of the system as a whole and the increase in efficiency in terms of keeping providers focused 

on their respective service areas (less mileage, less gas, more trips).
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ii) Provider PS2 Portion iii) Provider PS1 Portion

Figure 3: TCC Transfer

i) Solution Result View



Whether looking for improved efficiency, capacity, or customer satisfaction and service, transportation 

agencies can coordinate their scheduling and record keeping systems with Trapeze Community 

Connect (TCC).  Communication is facilitated because the TCC translates data between systems, 

eliminates double data entry and allows for seamless coordination. By pooling efforts from several 

providers together in Demand Response Transportation, operational synergy and real financial savings 

can be achieved with the TCC, regardless of individual business policies, naming conventions or 

software vendor selection. With the TCC, agencies can coordinate to satisfy more, if not all, customers 

conveniently, effectively, and cost efficiently. 

Conclusion
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